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COMMON DIVISORS OF VALUES POLYNOMIALS AND COMMON FACTORS
OF INDICES IN A NUMBER FIELD
MOHAMMED SEDDIK
ABSTRACT. LetK be a number field of degree n overQ. Let Â be the set of integers ofKwhich
are primitive over Q and I(K) be its index. Gunji and McQuillan defined the following integer
i(K) = lcm
θ∈Â
i(θ ), where i(θ ) = gcd
x∈Z
Fθ (x) and Fθ (x) is the characteristic polynomial of θ overQ.
We prove that if p is a prime number less than or equal to n then there exists a number field K of
degree n for which p divides i(K). We compute i(K) for cubic fields. Also we determine I(K)
and i(K) for families of simplest number fields of degree less than 7. We give also answers to
questions one and two in [1].
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS
Let K be a number field of degree n overQ and let A be its ring of integers. Denote by Â the
set of primitive elements of A. For any θ ∈ A we denote Fθ (x) the characteristic polynomial of
θ over Q. Let DK be the discriminant of K. It is well known that if θ ∈ Â, the discriminant of
Fθ (x) has the form
(1.1) D(θ) = I(θ)2DK
where I(θ) = [A : Z[θ ]] is called the index of θ . Let
(1.2) I(K) = gcd
θ∈Â
I(θ).
A prime number p is called a common divisor of indices in A or sometimes a common index
divisor, if p | I(K). Dedekind was the first one to show the existence of common divisor of
indices. He exhibited an example of a number field of degree 3 in which 2 is a common divisor
of indices [13, pp.183-184]. Bauer [2] showed that if p < n then there exists a number field
of degree n in which p is a common index divisor. Zylinski [3] showed the necessity of this
condition, if p is common index divisor then p < n. Hensel [16] has given a necessary and
sufficient condition on a prime p to be a common divisor of indices in a number field K. This
condition depends upon the splitting of the prime p in K, which make Hensel’s Theorem not
easy to apply in general.
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Let θ ∈ A and i(θ) = gcd
x∈Z
Fθ (x). Gunji and McQuillan [4] defined the following integer
(1.3) i(K) = lcm
θ∈Â
i(θ),
and they showed that for m square free rational integer,
i(Q(
√
m)) =
{
2 if m≡ 1 mod 8
1 otherwise.
Mac Cluer [5] showed that i(K)> 1 if and only if there exists a prime number p≤ n having
at least p distinct prime ideal factors in A, each of these primes and only these primes are
divisors of i(K). Ayad and Kihel [1] gives two important theorems. It is shown that there exist
a primitive integer θ called a good element such that i(K) = i(θ) and an algorithm is given
for the computation of such an integer and showed that if p is a common factor divisor then
p | i(K). The converse is shown to be false in general. However, the following result is proved.
Suppose that K is a Galois extension over Q. Let 1≤ d < n be the greatest divisor of n and let
p> d be a prime number, p 6= n. Then p is a common index divisor if and only if p | i(K). As
a consequence, we obtain that ifK/Q is cyclic of prime degree l, then p 6= l is a common index
divisor if and only if p | i(K). Let p be a prime number. Let vp(i(K)) be the valuation of p in
i(K).
In 1926, Ore [19] conjectured that p-adic valuation vp(I(K)) is not determined only by the
splitting type of p in A. Engstrom [6] proved that if n ≤ 7, then the splitting type determines
the p-adic valuation vp(I(K)). He gave examples of number fields K1 and K2 of degree 8 in
which the prime 3 has the same splitting type, but v3(I(K1)) 6= v3(I(K2)). S´liwa [7] proved that
if p is not ramified, then vp(I(K)) is determined by the splitting type of p in K. Similar to this
conjecture of Ore, Ayad and Kihel [1] ask the following question,
Suppose that the splitting of p in K as a product of prime ideals is given by pA= Pe11 · · ·Perr ,
where r ≥ p. Let fi be the inertial degree of the ideal Pi, for i = 1, . . . ,r. Can one compute
vp(I(K)) in terms of integers r, ei and fi. In other words, is vp(i(K)) completely determined
by splitting type of p ?. We give answer of this question, we gives examples of number fields
K1 and K2 of degree 6 in which the prime 3 has the same splitting type P1P2 but v3(I(K1)) 6=
v3(I(K2)).
They also showed that, if K1 and K be number fields such that K1 ⊆ K and let m = [K :
K1], then mvp(i(K1)) ≤ vp(i(K)). Answer the question 2 in [1], we show that the following
statements are not equivalent,
(1) mvp(i(K1)) = vp(i(K)).
(2) For any integer β ofK, if vp(i(β )) = vp(i(K)), then there exists an integer α ofK1 such
that β ≡ α mod p.
We now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Let K be a number field of degree n over Q and p a prime number.
If p≤ n then, there exists a number field K of degree n in which p | i(K).
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Now we will calculate i(K) for cubic number fields. Let K be a cubic field. We can suppose
that K=Q(θ), where θ is a root of an irreducible polynomial of the type
f (x) = x3−ax+b, a,b ∈ Z.
The discriminant of f (x) is ∆ = 4a3−27b2. If for any prime number p we have
vp(a)≥ 2 and vp(b)≥ 3
then θ/p is an algebraic integer whose equation is x3− (a/p2)x+b/p3 = 0. Therefore, we can
assume that for any prime number p,
vp(a)< 2 or vp(b)< 3.
Let,
s3 = v3(∆), ∆3 = ∆/3
s3.
It is well known that if K is a cubic field , then I(K) = 1 or 2 and
I(K) = 2⇐⇒ a odd ,b even, s2 even and ∆2 ≡ 1 mod 8.
see [8, Theorem 4].
Theorem 1.2. Let K =Q(θ), θ3−aθ +b= 0, be a cubic field. Then the common divisors of
values polynomials is given by
i(K) = 2α3β ,
where
α =
{
1 if 1= v2(a)< v2(b) or a 6≡ b mod 2,
0 else.
β =

1 if (a≡ 3 mod 9, b2 ≡ a+1 mod 27, s3 > 6 even, ∆3 ≡ 1 mod 3)
or (a≡ 1 mod 3, 3 | b),
0 else.
As a particular case of the above, we get i(K) for K is a pure cubic field.
Corollary 1.1. Let Q( 3
√
d) be an pure cubic field, then
i(Q( 3
√
d)) =
{
2 if d odd,
1 if d even.
Let us consider the family of cyclic cubic fields Lm generated by a root of the polynomial
lm(x) = x
3−mx2− (m+3)x−1.
This family were discussed by Shanks [14] and Jager [28, p 63-73].
Theorem 1.3. Let a simplest cubic fields given by Lm generated by a root of the polynomial lm.
Then
I(Lm) = 1.
i(Lm) =
{
3 if m≡ 39,120,201mod 243,
1 otherwise.
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For m ∈ Z with m 6∈ {0,±3} let Pm(x) = x4−mx3−6x2+mx+1. Let θ be a root of Pm(x),
then each field in infinite parametric family of number fields Km = Q(θ) is called a simplest
quartic field. If m 6∈ {0,±3} then Pm(x) is irreducible over Q and defined a totally real cyclic
number field of degree 4, see [21, Proposition 6]. Note that Km = Q(θ) = Km = Q(−θ), that
is we can assume that m> 0 and m 6= 3.
Theorem 1.4. Let m > 0 and m 6= 3. Suppose the m2+ 16 is not divisible by an odd square.
Consider a simplest quartic fields generated by a root of the polynomial Pm. Then
I(Km) =
{
2 if m odd,
1 if m even.
i(Km) =
{
1 if 1≤ v2(m)≤ 3,
4 otherwise.
Let us consider the family of sextic field Hm generated by a root of the polynomial hm(x) =
x5+m2x4−(2m3+6m2+10m+10)x3+(m4+5m3+11m2+15m+5)x2+(m3+4m2+10m+
10)x+ 1. This polynomial were discussed by Emma Lehmer [24]. The fields Hm were also
investigated by R. Schoof and L. Washington [25] and H. Darmon [26] for prime conductors
m4+5m3+15m2+25m+25.
Theorem 1.5. (Lehmer’s quintics)
Let m ∈ Z and suppose that p2 ∤ m4+5m3+15m2+25m+25 for any prime p 6= 5. Consider a
simplest quintic fields given by Hm generated by a root of the polynomial hm(x). Then
I(Hm) = 1,
i(Hm) =
{
5 if m≡ 2 mod 5,
1 otherwise.
Assume m 6∈ {−8,−5,−3,0}. Let us consider the family of sextic cyclic fields Sm generated
by a root of the polynomial
sm(x) = x
6−2mx5− (5m+15)x4−20x4−20x3+5mx2+(2m+6)x+1.
This family of fields is called the simplest sextic fields, having a couple of nice properties,
detailed in G. Lettl, A. Petho and P. Voutier [27].
Theorem 1.6. Let Sm be a simplest sextic field. Then
I(Sm) = 1,
i(Sm) = 2
α3β ,
where
α =

3 or 4 if m≡ 0,5 mod 8, 3 ∤ m
or m≡ 0,21mod 24,
0 else.
β =
{
2 if m≡ 39,120,201mod 243,
0 else.
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